
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of finance
management. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for finance management

This role will be responsible for business plans and budgets for all the
departments & businesses within China businesses include the bank's wholly
owned subsidiaries, the bank's equity investments and proprietary banking in
China
You will also lead the team to conduct financial forecasts for the next 3-10
years beyond the budgeting period
Besides, one of the key responsibilities is to lead the team to complete China
regular management reporting and performance analysis to China leadership
team and Headquarter Finance
Finally, you will also support the Senior Manager in terms of equity
investment decision including but not limited to valuation analysis, capital
injection support, public listing analysis, and competitors / macro
environment analysis
Drive NO customization policy through providing alternatives and influencing
the business users & leaders to adopt standard solutions
Lead the demand management process for finance enhancement requests
and prioritization, coordination across other verticals for impact
Maintain relationships with other IT strategy teams (ITO (Inquiry To Order), BI
(Business Intelligence), Engineering, MDM (Master Data Management), ) to
provide support
Drive best practice sharing across existing SAP implementations
Support, advise, guide and resolve problems for business partners
Shadow /perform existing Finance process oriented tasks for 1 or more
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Qualifications for finance management

Basic knowledge of Word and a standard Database system
Minimum 3 years of working experience in a similar function
Strong ability to adapt to and utilise various financial and analytics systems
Review and approve monthly TAP + PAP billings, miscellaneous debits/credits
Worked 3-5 yrs in a Corporate Finance capacity
3-5 years of Corporate Audit experience


